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This is a completely updated and revised version of a monograph published in 2002 by the NASA History Office under
the original title Deep Space Chronicle: A Chronology of Deep Space and Planetary Probes, 1958-2000. This new edition
not only adds all events in robotic deep space exploration after 2000 and up to the end of 2016, but it also completely
corrects and updates all accounts of missions from 1958 to 2000--Provided by publisher.
This defining period in world history is explored and explained as never before. World War II is captured in hundreds of
compelling images, presenting the people, places, and politics involved in the epic conflict. Inside this complete visual
guide is chronological coverage of the lead up to war, major military battles around the globe, and the aftermath that still
influences and impacts our world today. You'll meet the key players in thought-provoking profiles and discover their
experiences firsthand, from national leaders sounding the orders to combatants on the frontline and civilians left behind.
Standout moments, including Pearl Harbor, Hiroshima, and the D-Day landings, are revealed in rarely seen color
photographs and unforgettable eyewitness accounts. Explosive photography, international maps, accessible text, and
supporting timelines combine to show the most destructive event ever known in unprecedented depth and detail.
Although the complexities of World War II can be hard to fathom, this standout reference is organized in a logical order
and the supporting captions are concise and clear throughout to aid understanding. World War II provides an
unparalleled account of this devastating conflict so we never forget and continue to learn from the past. This title differs
from DK's previous World War II title, in that it is a spread-by-spread account á la History (with "previous" and "following"
tabs placing each spread in chronological context) of the war, rather than a narrative that needs to be read from start to
finish.
Describes the circumstances that led to World War II, how leaders and everyday day people reacted to it, and how its
outcome affected the world.
It was the first and only time during combat operations in the Pacific theater that an Army Air Force unit would land with
U.S. Marine assault elements across a hostile beach. The date was February 24, 1945 (D+5), and the beach on which
the men of the 386th Air Service Group (ASG), U.S. Army Air Force (USAAF) landed was given the name of a color Red. They possessed few of the combat skills Marine infantrymen would have had. They weren't trained to close with
and destroy an enemy through close combat. They were specialists, trained in skills totally alien to the Marine "grunts"
swarming ashore. Their skills, however, were critical to the successful execution and completion of Operation
Detachment (code name for the island and battle destined to become legendary in the history of World War II). Red
beach was one of the black sand beaches on the eastern shore of the island named - Iwo Jima. This is a brief history of
the 386th ASG, USAAF. Their story could have been lost to history except for the tenacity of a few of the units veterans
and their descendants. It's the account of a group of men who could accomplish almost anything asked of them. They
worked 24/7 for months, without complaint, in an environment fraught with danger and instant death. They were part of a
generation of Americans whose self-sacrifice, courage, and love of country set them apart from every other generation.
These men were members of the generation that saved civilization as we know it, "The Greatest Generation," and they
are nearly all gone now. Fortunately, their story survives and should serve as an inspiration to those generations of
Americans who follow after them.
This paper examines the USAF role in managing space and makes recommendations for the future of space in the
United States military. Though it echoes specific recommendations made elsewhere by previous authors, the main
purpose of this paper is to consider a legislative framework required to sever space from Air Force oversight, and to
establish a separate United States Space Force (USSF) under the Department of Defense. The paper begins by
examining the historical evolution and fractured history of space in the United States government's bureaucratic machine.
Next, this paper looks at multiple reports calling for changes in space leadership and oversight, and the inability to effect
meaningful change, evaluating the need for an independent Space Force. It then discusses the various roles and
missions an independent space force would assume. Finally, it discusses the legal framework necessary to establish a
USSF and analyzes a legislative proposal. Though this paper advocates for standing up a separate USSF, the true value
of this paper is the legislation proposed in Appendix 2, and the analysis of that proposal herein. Simply considering the
specific recommendations in that enabling legislation is beneficial should the United States move toward establishing a
USSF.This compilation includes a reproduction of the 2019 Worldwide Threat Assessment of the U.S. Intelligence
Community.The similarities between child in need of care cases and the current United States Air Force (USAF)
oversight of national security space are unfortunately striking. The Air Force has been unable to properly care for space,
and like the removal of the Air Force from the purview of the United States Army in 1947, removing space from Air Force
management and oversight may be in the best interests of both parent and child. Congress and the Department of
Defense (DOD) gave the Air Force a "parenting plan" of sorts, and for years the Air Force has failed to make significant
progress on that plan and demonstrated an inability to complete that plan successfully. Time has run out, and the best
interest of space dictates removal from the USAF. "Space is a war-fighting domain, just like the land, air, and sea... we
have the Air Force, we'll have the Space Force." President Trump's words reflect the ever-growing reality that the
character of warfare is changing. Much like the air domain from the end of World War I through World War II, space has
emerged and evolved as a war-fighting domain. Rather than the supporting role space served up to this point, warfare in
the future is likely to extend or even begin within the space domain. Additionally, as the burgeoning commercial space
economy continues to grow, so too will the need for security and protection of lines of commerce grow. Unfortunately, the
current USAF construct is ill equipped to meet and overcome the challenges presented by such a change in the
character of war, and a new dynamic is necessary.This paper examines the USAF role in managing space and makes
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recommendations for the future of space in the United States military. Though it echoes specific recommendations made
elsewhere by previous authors, the main purpose of this paper is to consider a legislative framework required to sever
space from Air Force oversight, and to establish a separate United States Space Force (USSF) under the DOD. The
paper begins by examining the historical evolution and fractured history of space in the United States government's
bureaucratic machine. Next, this paper looks at multiple reports calling for changes in space leadership and oversight,
and the inability to effect meaningful change without creating an independent USSF.
Space WarsThe First Six Hours of World War III, A War Game ScenarioForge Books
Michael J. Coumatos is a former U.S. Navy test pilot, ship's captain, and commodore; U.S. Space Command director of
wargaming; and a government counterterrorism advisor. William Scott is a retired bureau chief of Aviation Week and
Space Technology and a nine-year Air force veteran who served as aircrew on nuclear sampling missions. He is a sixtime Royal Aeronautical Society "Journalist of the Year" finalist, and won the Society's 1998 Lockheed Martin Award for
the "Best Defense Submission." He also received both the 2006 and 2007 Messier-Dowty awards for "Best Airshow
Submission." With the help of New York Times bestselling author William J. Birnes, these renowned experts have joined
forces to grippingly depict how the first hours of World War III might play out in the year 2010. Coumatos, Scott, and
Birnes take the reader inside U.S. Strategic Command, where top military commanders, space-company executives, and
U.S. intelligence experts are conducting a DEADSATS II wargame, exploring how the loss of critical satellites could lead
to nuclear war. The players don't know that the war they are gaming has already begun, miles above them in the lifeless,
silent cold of space. Jam-packed with the actual systems and secret technologies the United States has or will soon field
to protect its space assets, Space Wars describes a near-future nuclear nightmare that terrorists will relish but politicians
prefer to ignore. In a quieter, more peaceful time, Space Wars would be an exciting work of fiction. But with the United
States now at war, Space Wars is all too real. . At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
With the recent influx of spaceflight and satellite launches, the region of outer space has become saturated with vital
technology used for communication and surveillance and the functioning of business and government. But what would
happen if these capabilities were disrupted or even destroyed? How would we react if faced with a full-scale blackout of
satellite communications? What can and has happened following the destruction of a satellite? In the short term, the
aftermath would send thousands of fragments orbiting Earth as space debris. In the longer term, the ramifications of such
an event on Earth and in space would be alarming, to say the least. This book takes a look at such crippling scenarios
and how countries around the world might respond in their wake. It describes the aggressive actions that nations could
take and the technologies that could be leveraged to gain power and control over assets, as well as to initiate war in the
theater of outer space. The ways that a country's vital capabilities could be disarmed in such a setting are investigated. In
addition, the book discusses our past and present political climate, including which countries currently have these abilities
and who the aggressive players already are. Finally, it addresses promising research and space technology that could be
used to protect us from those interested in destroying the world's vital systems.
In 1961, humanitys insatiable curiosity pushed our species to boldly go where we had never gone before: outer space. This comprehensive
book outlines the scope of humanitys space exploration for inquisitive readers. Breathtaking photographs, illustrations, and 3-D visuals allow
readers to explore the wonders of our galaxy, while fact boxes highlight fascinating details that inspire wonder and encourage curiosity.
Readers will learn about the planets of our solar system, comets and asteroids, the space race, and other essential science and history
topics. This immersive book will be a popular addition to any library among avid and reluctant readers alike.
Escaping the Bolsheviks by boat at night as a baby, Russian Jew Leon Aleksandrov, spends his early years with his family seeking a safe
haven in an increasingly anti-semitic Europe in the 1920s finally settling for safety in liberal Berlin. With the rise of Nazism Leon flees to
France, is imprisoned, escapes to England and joins the army in time for D-Day. He fights his way through Europe into the very bowels of
Nazi Germany and Hitler's Reich Chancellery. His war is far from over as his language skills see him translate for Stalin and Churchill at the
Potsdam conference and remaining in Berlin to help re-build Germany. A true story of determination and extraordinary events, his tale reads
like Forrest Gump meets Saving Private Ryan. Prepare to be amazed at one man's life story.
In this Hugo Award–winning alternative history classic—the basis for the Amazon Original series—the United States lost World War II and was
subsequently divided between the Germans in the East and the Japanese in the West. It’s America in 1962. Slavery is legal once again. The
few Jews who still survive hide under assumed names. In this world, we meet characters like Frank Frink, a dealer of counterfeit Americana
who is himself hiding his Jewish ancestry; Nobusuke Tagomi, the Japanese trade minister in San Francisco, unsure of his standing within the
bureaucracy and Japan's with Germany; and Juliana Frink, Frank's ex-wife, who may be more important than she realizes. These seemingly
disparate characters gradually realize their connections to each other just as they realize that something is not quite right about their world.
And it seems as though the answers might lie with Hawthorne Abendsen, a mysterious and reclusive author, whose best-selling novel
describes a world in which the US won the War... The Man in the High Castle is Dick at his best, giving readers a harrowing vision of the
world that almost was. “The single most resonant and carefully imagined book of Dick’s career.” —New York Times
CMH Pub. 10-22. By Alfred M. Beck, et al. Describes in detail the role of the Army Corps of Engineers in various military campaigns
throughout North Africa and Italy, as well as in Western and Central Europe, from 1941 through 1944. L.C. card 84-11376. Item 345. Related
Products: United States Army in World War 2: The Quartermaster Corps, Operations in War Against Japan is available here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/008-029-00047-4 United States Army and World War II: Set 5 of 7, The Technical Services, Pt. 2
(Corps of Engineers, Quartermaster, and Medical) -CDROM format is available here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/008-029-00434-8 United States Army and World War II: Set 4 of 7, The Technical Services, Pt. 1
(Chemical, Ordnance, Transportation, and Signal) CDROM format is available here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/008-029-00396-1
World War II resources collection can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/world-war-ii Other products by the U.S. Army, Center
of Military History (CMH) can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/1061
Features the full text of "Infamous Day: Marines at Pearl Harbor," by Robert J. Cressman and J. Michael Wenger. Discusses the Japanese
bombing of Pearl Harbor during World War II. Includes photographs of the area.
Wars are started by a person or persons and are usually a quest for power for a person or a group of people and they don't really care how
many people are killed nor how many families are losing a father, mother or brothers or whole families and their relatives. Sometimes, it is
necessary to start a war by a peaceful nation against countries tat are harming and have the publically displayed their intentions to extend
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their borders by taking land from established country's land and people. This I would consider declaring a war to be the only necessary
solution to the problem----but still a war with people getting maimed and killed. In World War One---Germany was the problem----once again
lust for power. I wasn't even thought of at that period of time----in fact, I hadn't even arrived on the scene at that point of time. But, think about
it for a moment-----there's not one inch of land that has increased in size in those thousands of years of civilization and wars. I was a training
in Camp Blanding in Florida---we could look in any direction and there was a sign posted in large letters------"Kill or Be Killed"----"Kill or Be
Killed." We were just 18 or 19 year old kids--------think about it--------"Kill or Be Killed"-what an education-but necessary to imprint it inside our
young brains. It gave us young kids a reason to become killers-----hesitate for a second and you're dead. Back then in training, we used to
repeat over and over was that wars were necessary to "Decrease The Surplus Population"--------It is most certainly a true statement.
In February 1962, he became the first American to orbit the Earth. Since then John Herschel Glenn Jr. has stood in the popular imagination
as a quintessentially American hero. In John Glenn: America's Astronaut, a special edition e-book featuring 45 stunning photographs as well
as a video, Chaikin explores Glenn's path to greatness. John Glenn features new details on Glenn's selection as an astronaut in 1959, newly
synchronized onboard film and audio of Glenn's harrowing reentry from orbit on his 1962 Mercury mission, rarely seen images of Glenn in
orbit and from the John Glenn archives at Ohio State University, as well as new, touching reminiscenes of Glenn's 1998 return to space from
his Space Shuttle crewmates. Glenn is the embodiment of the history of human spaceflight and the indefatigable American spirit, and John
Glenn: America's Astronaut is his amazing story.
A retired airline pilot takes a series of road trips across the United States and Canada to interview some of the last living World War II bomber
pilots and flight crewmembers. From B-17, B-24, B-25 and Avro Lancaster former crewmember interviews, and diary excerpts from an illfated B-29 crew, many never before heard stories, often tying into famous events, are presented along with photos. The final chapter profiles
a current B-17 restoration project at Grimes Field, Urbana, Ohio, bringing together veterans of the war and volunteers of all ages.
This title examines the leaders of the major nations that fought in World War II, focusing on their personalities, their strategic decisions, and
the key alliances they crafted. Compelling narrative text and well-chosen historical photographs and primary sources make this book perfect
for report writing. Features include a glossary, a selected bibliography, websites, source notes, and an index, plus a timeline and essential
facts. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Essential Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of
ABDO.
Unfortunately, much of what people believe about war in space has been shaped, or misshaped, by Hollywood and other forms of popular
media. In this book a STEM educator and a political science professor team up to explore the possibilities for warfare in space and explain
why almost everything you've learned about space wars from movies is disappointingly wrong. The truth is stranger and more interesting than
fiction. Using history, politics and STEM as guides, this book provides a detailed account of how Earth’s first war in space will be fought. As
we show, it will begin not as an invasion of Earth by super-advanced aliens but by Earth starting a war with its Martian colony.
The Ghost Army of World War II describes a perfect example of a little-known, highly imaginative, and daring maneuver that helped open the
way for the final drive to Germany. It is a riveting tale told through personal accounts and sketches along the way—ultimately, a story of
success against great odds. I enjoyed it enormously. – Tom Brokaw In the summer of 1944, a handpicked group of young GIs—including such
future luminaries as Bill Blass, Ellsworth Kelly, Arthur Singer, Victor Dowd, Art Kane, and Jack Masey—landed in France to conduct a secret
mission. Armed with truckloads of inflatable tanks, a massive collection of sound-effects records, and more than a few tricks up their sleeves,
their job was to create a traveling road show of deception on the battlefields of Europe, with the German Army as their audience. From
Normandy to the Rhine, the 1,100 men of the 23rd Headquarters Special Troops, known as the Ghost Army, conjured up phony convoys,
phantom divisions, and make-believe headquarters to fool the enemy about the strength and location of American units. Between missions
the artists filled their duffel bags with drawings and paintings and dragged them across Europe. Every move they made was top secret and
their story was hushed up for decades after the war's end. The Ghost Army of World War II is the first publication to tell the full story of how a
traveling road show of artists wielding imagination, paint, and bravado saved thousands of American lives.
"The lieutenant descended slowly into the quiet and gloom. As he began to step down into the control room, he was gripped by a feeling of
dread. Someone could be down there waiting for him..." Hitler's U-boats rule the North Atlantic and threaten to eliminate the Allied forces
supply lines through meticulously coordinated attacks using Germany's secret weapon: the Enigma. Desperate to turn the tide of the war,
British scientists at Bletchley Park work tirelessly to break the codes. But there is a problem. They need the German ciphers and a working
Enigma machine. In this gripping story held secret for years, you'll join the crew of HMS Bulldog as they execute a covert WWII mission to
seize a functioning Enigma and the ciphers Britain so desperately needs. The bravery of these sailors saved countless lives and crippled
German naval operations, eventually giving the Allied forces the victory needed to win the war and end Hitler's reign of terror.
The year 2007 saw the fiftieth anniversary of the Space Age, which began with the launching of Sputnik by the Soviet Union in October 1957.
Space is crucial to the politics of the postmodern world. It has seen competition and cooperation in the past fifty years, and is in danger of
becoming a battlefield in the next fifty. The International Politics of Space is the first book to bring these crucial themes together and provide a
clear and vital picture of how politically important space has become, and what its exploitation might mean for all our futures. Michael
Sheehan analyzes the space programmes of the United States, Russia, China, India and the European Space Agency, and explains how
central space has become to issues of war and peace, international law, justice and international development, and cooperation between the
worlds leading states. It highlights the significance of China and India’s commitment to space, and explains how the theories and concepts
we use to describe and explain space are fundamental to the possibility of avoiding conflict in space in the future.
In this memoir of life aboard aircraft carriers during World War II, Alvin Kernan combines vivid recollections of his experience as a young
enlisted sailor with a rich historical account of the Pacific war. Kernan served in many battles and was aboard the Hornet when it was sunk by
torpedoes in the Battle of the Santa Cruz Islands. “One of the most arresting naval autobiographies yet published.”—Sir John Keegan “An
honest story of collective courage, evocative, well-written, and fixed before the colors fade.”—Kirkus Reviews “[Kernan] recounts a wonderful
and exciting American story about a poor farm boy from Wyoming who enlisted in the Navy. . . .[He] has written eight other books. I will go
back and read them all.”—John Lehman, Air & Space “Details . . . make the moment vivid; that is what it was like, on the Hornet in its last
hours.”—Samuel Hynes, New York Times Book Review
The book relates the experiences of a tank crew, driving a Sherman tank christened the Lady Bug, from the landing in Africa through
campaigns in northern Italy. Sgt. Hawkins is in command, Jake is the gunner and Hicks is the loader. They survive combat, POW camp,
horrendous losses along the way; the question is can they survive the peace, especially as Hawkins comes home badly wounded.
Three classic accounts of WWII from a reporter who “shaped America’s understanding of the war, and influenced every account that came
after” (Mark Bowden). Volunteer combat correspondent Richard Tregaskis risked life and limb to give American readers a soldier’s–eye view
of the Second World War. These three tales of bravery and sacrifice shed light on the Greatest Generation’s darkest hours. Guadalcanal
Diary: In August 1942, Tregaskis landed with the US Marines on Tulagi and Guadalcanal Islands in the South Pacific for the first major Allied
offensive against Japanese forces. He details the first two months of the campaign and describes the courage and camaraderie of young
marines who prepared for battle knowing that one in four of them wouldn’t make it home. An instant #1 New York Times bestseller and the
basis for a popular film of the same name, Guadalcanal Diary is a masterpiece of war journalism that “captures the spirit of men in battle”
(John Toland). Invasion Diary: In July 1943, Tregaskis joined the Allied forces in Sicily and Italy and documented some of the fiercest fighting
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of the war, from bombing runs over Rome to the defense of the Salerno beachhead against heavy artillery fire to the fall of Naples. In
compelling and evocative prose, Tregaskis depicts the terror and excitement of life on the front lines and his own harrowing brush with death
when a chunk of German shrapnel pierced his helmet and shattered his skull. Invasion Diary is “required reading for all who want to know
how armies fight” (Library Journal). John F. Kennedy and PT-109: In the early morning hours of August 2, 1943, the Japanese destroyer
Amagiri sliced into US Navy motor torpedo boat PT-109 near the Solomon Islands. Ten surviving crewmembers and their young skipper, Lt.
John F. Kennedy, clung to the wreckage. Over the next three days, the privileged son of a Boston multimillionaire displayed extraordinary
courage and leadership as he risked his life to shepherd his crew to safety and coordinate a daring rescue mission deep in enemy territory.
Lieutenant Kennedy earned a Navy and Marine Corps Medal and a Purple Heart, and the story of PT-109 captured the public’s imagination
and helped propel Kennedy all the way to the White House. Acclaimed war correspondent Tregaskis—who once beat out the future president
for a spot on the Harvard University swim team—brings this remarkable chapter in American history to vivid life.

The personnel of the U.S. Strategic Command use technology to counter a number of simultaneous threats to national
security.
Mankind had reached a threshold in the forth decade of the twentieth century. There were unprecedented scientific and
technological achievements, but despite such progress, humanity was entering one of its darkest chapters. World War II
would grip the world with terror for six years. During that time military personnel reported seeing numerous highly
unconventional aircraft in all theaters of operation. These objects had extraordinary flight performance capabilities, came
in a variety of shapes, sizes, and colors, and were able to travel at extraordinary speeds and avoid radar detection.
Strange Company is the first in-depth account of unconventional aircraft observed and reported by the military during
World War II. It includes the reactions by military commands, their viewpoints, and theories as they struggled to make
sense of the observations. Strange Company presents one of the greatest wartime mysteries, one that has been
shrouded in ignorance for more than sixty years. And it suggests that while an immense twentieth century war was raging
on Earth, there appeared to be someone, or something, from somewhere else, watching us. Ketith Chester is an artist
and filmmaker living in Bel Air, Maryland. After witnessing a daytime UFO in the mid-1960s, he became fascinated with
the phenomenon. By the late 1980s, he was devoting considerable time to reserach on UFOs."
A long-awaited English translation of the groundbreaking oral history of women in World War II across Europe and
Russia—from the winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
Washington Post • The Guardian • NPR • The Economist • Milwaukee Journal Sentinel • Kirkus Reviews For more than
three decades, Svetlana Alexievich has been the memory and conscience of the twentieth century. When the Swedish
Academy awarded her the Nobel Prize, it cited her invention of “a new kind of literary genre,” describing her work as “a
history of emotions . . . a history of the soul.” In The Unwomanly Face of War, Alexievich chronicles the experiences of
the Soviet women who fought on the front lines, on the home front, and in the occupied territories. These women—more
than a million in total—were nurses and doctors, pilots, tank drivers, machine-gunners, and snipers. They battled
alongside men, and yet, after the victory, their efforts and sacrifices were forgotten. Alexievich traveled thousands of
miles and visited more than a hundred towns to record these women’s stories. Together, this symphony of voices
reveals a different aspect of the war—the everyday details of life in combat left out of the official histories. Translated by
the renowned Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky, The Unwomanly Face of War is a powerful and poignant
account of the central conflict of the twentieth century, a kaleidoscopic portrait of the human side of war. THE WINNER
OF THE NOBEL PRIZE IN LITERATURE “for her polyphonic writings, a monument to suffering and courage in our
time.” “A landmark.”—Timothy Snyder, author of On Tyranny: Twenty Lessons from the Twentieth Century “An
astonishing book, harrowing and life-affirming . . . It deserves the widest possible readership.”—Paula Hawkins, author of
The Girl on the Train “Alexievich has gained probably the world’s deepest, most eloquent understanding of the postSoviet condition. . . . [She] has consistently chronicled that which has been intentionally forgotten.”—Masha Gessen,
National Book Award–winning author of The Future Is History
This Companion provides an authoritative source for scholars and students of the nascent field of media geography.
While it has deep roots in the wider discipline, the consolidation of media geography has started only in the past decade,
with the creation of media geography’s first dedicated journal, Aether, as well as the publication of the sub-discipline’s
first textbook. However, at present there is no other work which provides a comprehensive overview and grounding. By
indicating the sub-discipline’s evolution and hinting at its future, this volume not only serves to encapsulate what
geographers have learned about media but also will help to set the agenda for expanding this type of interdisciplinary
exploration. The contributors-leading scholars in this field, including Stuart Aitken, Deborah Dixon, Derek McCormack,
Barney Warf, and Matthew Zook-not only review the existing literature within the remit of their chapters, but also
articulate arguments about where the future might take media geography scholarship. The volume is not simply a
collection of individual offerings, but has afforded an opportunity to exchange ideas about media geography, with
contributors making connections between chapters and developing common themes.
Presents in graphic novel format the first spacewalk, the moon landing, and the perilous flight of Apollo 13, and offers
information about the origins of space flight, early space technology, and later developments.
Historical Atlas of World War II examines all the key events of the six-year conflict, with thoroughly researched text
accompanied by 140 highly detailed maps. Incredible multimedia profiles of World War II's most significant battles make
Historical Atlas of World War II the next best thing to a time machine. With realistic maps, detailed accounts, and vibrant
illustrations, the book transports the reader to famous World War II battles. Using state-of-the-art technology, special
microchips translated the contours of two-dimensional maps of battlefields into realistic renderings of actual landscapes.
Illustrators then overlaid these maps with all of the information at their fingertips—troop movement, weapon deployment,
terrain conditions, and weather. The book brings to bear all the other available details of each battle, including battle
plans, troop formations, strikes and counter strikes, and troop strength. From this bird's-eye vantage point, the reader is
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able to piece together the big picture of the six-year war and analyze the tactics and strategies at play. Historical Atlas of
World War II also includes profiles of the commanders, outlining their abilities and backgrounds. Coupled with hundreds
of colorful illustrations, the book's detailed maps and wealth of information put the reader in the shoes of a soldier at the
D-Day assault on Omaha beach, the Battle of the Bulge, and the US dive-bomber attack on Japanese aircraft carriers.
Prepare to see one of the most significant wars of the twentieth century as you've never seen it before.
This is a new release of the original 1960 edition.
The definitive account of the Soviet Air Force in World War II. Provides a fast-paced, riveting look at the air war on the
Eastern Front as it has never been seen before.
In times of war, soldiers on the front lines must show their bravery. But acts of courage by some people aren't known until years after the
fighting ends. From flying bombing missions in the dead of night, to tricking the enemy with fake encampments and unbreakable codes, to
surviving horrific treatment by the enemy through sheer force of will, these incredible true tales will show how courage in war is often
displayed by history's unsung heroes.
*Includes pictures of Eisenhower and important people, places, and events in his life. *Includes a detailed analysis of Eisenhower's military
planning for D-Day and the invasion itself. A lot of ink has been spilled covering the lives of history's most influential figures, but how much of
the forest is lost for the trees? In Charles River Editors' American Legends series, readers can get caught up to speed on the lives of
America's most important men and women in the time it takes to finish a commute, while learning interesting facts long forgotten or never
known. During the middle of the 20th century, the United States completed its transformation into one of the world's superpowers, and few
were as instrumental in this development as Dwight D. Eisenhower (1890-1969), renowned for being the nation's principal commanding
general during World War II and the president who served during the early, tumultuous Cold War years. A career military man, Ike was too
young to serve in combat during World War I, but he began a long and productive career collaborating with future military legends George
Patton and Douglas MacArthur while serving some of the nation's other famous generals, including George Marshall and John J. Pershing.
Amazingly, he had never served in anything but administrative positions before World War II. Eisenhower remained mired in middle
management positions until George Marshall, Chief of Staff of the Army, took notice of his skills and began promoting him. By 1942,
Eisenhower was given the role of appointed Supreme Commander Allied (Expeditionary) Force in North Africa, and after his success there,
Eisenhower oversaw the invasion of Sicily in 1943, which at the time had been the largest amphibious invasion in history. With those
successes, President Roosevelt picked Eisenhower to be the Supreme Allied Commander of the Allied Expeditionary Force, leaving him in
charge of Operation Overlord and the defining moment of his military career, D-Day. Like many before him, his successes in the war made
him a natural candidate for President, and he was offered plum political spots by both parties before winning the presidency as a Republican
in 1952. Despite being one of America's oldest presidents, Eisenhower redefined the public relations nature of the office, in addition to
positioning America during the Cold War standoff with the Soviet Union. But Eisenhower's most lasting contribution as president was the
construction of the interstate highway system, and it was in the final year of his presidency that his administration planned and implemented
the Apollo space program that would land men on the Moon in 1969. By the time he died in 1969, President Nixon aptly described
Eisenhower as "the world's most admired and respected man, truly the first citizen of the world." American Legends: The Life of Dwight
Eisenhower details Ike's life and career in the military and politics, while also analyzing his lasting legacy. Along with pictures of important
people, places, and events in his life, you will learn about Eisenhower like you never have before, in no time at all.
Militarizing Outer Space explores the dystopian and destructive dimensions of the Space Age and challenges conventional narratives of a
bipolar Cold War rivalry. Concentrating on weapons, warfare and vio?lence, this provocative volume examines real and imagined endeavors
of arming the skies and conquering the heavens. The third and final volume in the groundbreaking ?European Astroculture trilogy,
?Militarizing Outer Space zooms in on the interplay between security, technopolitics and knowledge from the 1920s through the 1980s. Often
hailed as the site of heavenly utopias and otherworldly salvation, outer space transformed from a promised sanctuary to a present threat,
where the battles of the future were to be waged. Astroculture proved instrumental in fathoming forms and functions of warfare’s futures past,
both on earth and in space. The allure of dominating outer space, the book shows, was neither limited to the early twenty-first century nor to
current American space force rhetorics.
A valuable source for those interested with the withdrawal from Dunkirk. Originally published in November 1940 it is an authentic account of
the coasters and cargo steamers, yachts, motor cruisers, sailing barges, lifeboats, paddle vessels, destroyers, sloops and dinghies, that took
their part and effected what experts had considered impossible.
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